Previous λ-deformed non-Hermitian Hamiltonians with respect to the usual scalar product of Hilbert spaces dealing with harmonic oscillator-like developments are (re)considered with respect to a new scalar product in order to take into account their property of selfadjointness. The corresponding deformed λ-states lead to new families of coherent states according to the DOCS, AOCS and MUCS points of view.
Coherence and squeezing have recently been revisited [1, 2] through new families of states depending on an extra λ-parameter. This real parameter has been introduced by exploiting the subnormal character [3] of the so-called (bosonic) creation operator acting on Fock spaces, a very well-known context inside harmonic oscillator-like developments.
A generalization of the factorization technique started by Schrödinger [4] was exploited in a recent paper [2] for analyzing some previous results on non-hermitian oscillator-like Hamiltonians with real spectra.
We recall (see e.g. [5] and references therein) that the classical factorization technique for a given Hamiltonian of a one-dimensional quantum system can be used to obtain the full spectrum of the quantum harmonic oscillator operator. As H > 0 there will be a state ψ 0 such that aψ 0 = 0. Once it has been normalized it is given by
and the normalized eigenstates corresponding to the eigenvalues E n = (n+ 1 2 ), with n = 0, 1, . . ., are
They form an orthonormal basis with respect to the standard inner product
according to
H n (x) being the very well-known Hermite polynomials [6] . In that context x and p = −i d dx are self-adjoint operators associated with the important physical observables position and momentum, respectively. Now, given a minimal numerable set of elements {ϕ 0 , ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ n , . . .} of a separable Hilbert space (H, (·, ·)) whose closure is H, we can introduce a new inner product in H by means of a bilinear form < ·, · > such that ϕ n , ϕ m = δ mn , and a pair of operators A and A + such that
Consequently, the operators A and A + so defined satisfy the Heisenberg algebra relation [A,
Consider the Hamiltonian H defined by
If we use it to define equations of motion we get the dynamics of the harmonic oscillator. Indeed, as it was done in [7, 8] for nonlinear coherent states, we can define a map D : C → Op (H) as follows:
which defines a displacement operator. For any complex number z, let us define the state vectors |z by
This is but a Weyl system in the Bargmann-Fock representation. The commutation rules of A, A + and H being he same ones as for the standard one-dimensional harmonic oscillator, the dynamical evolution will preserve the set of such vectors |z and the dynamics associated with H on A and A + will define a dynamics on C by requiring it to be equivariant with respect to the D-map. Indeed, given a z 0 at t = 0, the state evolves because A and A + depends on t and for any time t we can define
giving rise, by derivation with respect to t to
We can now consider the case of not only one, but a family A + λ of operators. The more general case of a two-parameter family proposed in [9] is quite similar. As already previously discussed [1] , let us introduce the creation operator in the following way
where a † is the adjoint of the annihilation operator a given by (5), together with A λ = a, and define
where ψ 0 is the standard ground-state for the harmonic oscillator given by (7) . Notice that φ 0 λ = ψ 0 and A + λ φ n λ = √ n + 1 φ n+1 λ . As we suggested before we introduce a new inner product such that
We can now compute the adjoint of A + λ with respect to the inner product ·, · . Indeed it is given by the relation
and therefore
from which we see that the adjoint of A + λ with respect to ·, · is given by
for any value of the parameter λ. As a and A + λ satisfy commutation relations as in (14), we can consider a Hamiltonian like in (15),
and these developments lead to a non-Hermitian oscillator-like Hamiltonian [1] but with a real spectrum and specific eigenfunctions of special interest for discussing and comparing coherent as well as squeezed states with respect to already known ones [10, 11] . This is a direct consequence of the commutation rule [A λ , A
+ λ ] = 1 and then H λ = H λ + 1. In fact, this non-Hermitian character was associated with the scalar product (9) of the current Hilbert spaces we are dealing with in the conventional approaches. However, the Hamiltonian is hermitian with respect to the alternative inner product ·, · , because the conjugate of A + λ is a. The new product can be expressed by
and the condition for a to be the adjoint of A + λ is
i.e., ∂ρ ∂x
with general solution
The arbitrary function C(λ) can be fixed by imposing that φ 0 , φ 0 = 1, and we will obtain
Mean values and information coming from Heisenberg relations are now easy to evaluate in the new λ-context. The following results come out by exploiting generalized Poisson integrals such as [12] 
We get
and
showing that squeezing is not possible in this λ-context while coherence can be developed in the usual n = 0-context [10, 13] . Moreover it is clear from these results that if x is still Hermitian with respect to the new scalar product (18), p is not. More precisely, it can be verified from (18) that the Hermitian conjugate of p is p + i √ 2λ implying that if we want to restore the Hermiticity for the momentum operator, we have to consider
instead of p. We then have
Let us now exploit the previous results and turn to the construction of new coherent states depending on λ. Following the DOCS (displacement operator coherent spates) point of view [13] , it is straightforward to construct such states in terms of the new creation (A + λ ) and annihilation (a) operators through the displacement operator
which allows us to introduce new coherent states,
whose coordinate representation will be
which are such that
ensuring also the AOCS (annihilation operator coherent spates) point of view. Due to the fact that the normalization of these states with respect to the scalar product (18)
is realized, we have the following mean values
and similar results concerning < x 2 > z , < p 2 λ > z finally leading to
The third and last point of view, the MUCS (minimal uncertainty coherent states) one, is thus also ensured in this context of new λ-coherent states. Coming back to the classical interpretation, the configuration space of the system we are considering is the complex plane C that can be identified with R 2 according to
In this way we are choosing one of the possible complex structures in R 2 . We can define the inner product in C given by h(z, w) =zw, whose real part provides one half of the standard Euclidean structure in R 2 , while the imaginary part gives us one half of the standard symplectic structure. The complex structure in R 2 is defined by multiplication by i, i.e., Jz = i z, then J(q, p) = (−p, q). The tangent space to R 2 at each point m ∈ R 2 is identified in a natural way to R 2 itself as a linear space. A local basis of the module of vector fields in R 2 is made up by ∂/∂q and ∂/∂p, and that of the differential forms by dq and dp. The complexified of this space is also generated by
and similarly, for the dual basis of vector fields,
In these complex coordinates, the canonical symplectic form is
Now, when comparing (5) with (34) we see that (16) can be seen in the classical approach as a transformation
which is a canonical transformation, but it does not preserve the Hamiltonian for the harmonic oscillator H(z,z) = h(z,z), which transforms into
Therefore the dynamics
changes to
However, the transformation being canonical, the image of closed orbits for the harmonic oscillator still remain closed, and moreover, the period is also constant as for the harmonic oscillator, therefore the quantum spectrum is equally spaced.
In summary, in the new variables the system is indeed an Harmonic Oscillator (both at the classical level and at the quantum level). However from the physical point of view, when we compare them in the same coordinate system, we find that they identify different physical systems because the equilibria points are different (at the classical level) and the vacua states are different at the quantum level. Even though they are represented abstractly by the algebra of the Harmonic Oscillator, their realizations identify different physical oscillators characterized by different zero modes. Thus the dynamics in the lambda variables has the same form as the other dynamics in the original coordinates. To compare them however, we need to express both in the same coordinate system and when this is done they are associated with different vector fields.
